Emergence of multiplex mobile phone communication networks across rural areas: An Ethiopian experiment
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Abstract

Mobile phones are spreading to remote areas of the globe, leading to the following question: “What is the potential of the new communication technologies for increasing individuals’ access to information and the diffusion of attitudes and practices across rural areas of developing countries?” We have donated phones to 234 farmers selected by stratified random sampling in an agrarian region of Ethiopia and have tracked their main communication partners for six months. The panel data and qualitative interviews indicated that the phones were not typically used to expand the existing constrained social networks or to gain information from new sources but to call contacts who had been known personally and to individuals introduced through the experiment. Stochastic actor-based network models clarified that although agricultural information-seeking and casual calling are intertwined, the mechanisms underlying the evolution of instrumental and expressive communication networks are distinct. Acquaintances living beyond comfortable walking distances and individuals whom others call became preferred for information-seeking calls. Thus, mobile phones may accelerate information exchange within existing social networks and may support the creation of new information hubs that might facilitate more efficient information diffusion over long distances in the future. In contrast, the importance of geographical communities strongly prevails in casual phone conversations. Physically proximate community members who tend to be met frequently were preferred for sentiment-sharing calls. Preferential attachment was not evident for this type of communication. As a result, the network of these expressive calls was highly localized and fragmented, making it unlikely for personal feelings to diffuse across wide geographical areas through the new phone networks.
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1 Introduction

A large proportion of inhabitants of developing countries are employed in agriculture. In Ethiopia, the nationwide average (in which large urban areas are also
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included) is approximately 80% (Central Statistical Agency, 2004). Ethiopian rural
areas are populated by small-scale subsistence farmers who cultivate 95% of all
Ethiopian crop land and account for 90% of the national production (Deressa,
2007). For university graduates, one of few employment opportunities beyond
farming in Ethiopian villages is as an expert agricultural advisor. However, despite
the prevalence of agriculture across the society, Ethiopia remains dependent on food
aid because of inefficient and ecosystem-degrading farming practices (Bewket, 2007;
Deressa, 2007; Mojo et al., 2010). A lack of information has been cited as the main
barrier to Ethiopian farmers’ adoption of more sustainable and effective practices
(Deressa et al., 2009). Since 1970, agricultural experts have reportedly increased their
efforts to improve information dissemination within the sector but with little success
(Gebremedhin & Swinton, 2003).

The international development literature is highly optimistic about the role
of mobile phones in increasing farmers’ access to information (Donner, 2008; Juma,
2010). The social networks of inhabitants of rural areas that lack transportation in-
frastructure are constrained by the maximum walking distance (Matous et al., 2013).
Mobile phones are expected to enable farmers in such areas to expand their networks
and reach beyond the locus of their everyday face-to-face interactions to access infor-
mation about production techniques and markets (Donner, 2008). In the first decade
of the 21st century, mobile telephony in Africa has grown faster than in any other
region of the world (International Telecommunication Union, 2009). The number
of mobile phone subscriptions in Ethiopia has been rising by a compound annual
rate of 128% (International Telecommunication Union, 2009, pp. 14–15), which is
the second-highest rate in Africa, after Guinea-Bissau. The transformation of local
networks and the compression of time and space are cited as the central aspects of
value creation by mobile phones on the continent (Ilahiane & Sherry, 2012). This
relation between mobile phones and social networks is of great interest to academics
and practitioners because where mass media are lacking and literacy rates are low,
webs of interpersonal communication play a crucial role in information diffusion.

However, it is questionable whether the expectations regarding the spatial ex-
pansion of social networks as a result of mobile phone technology are justified. It
is known that even in industrialized countries with highly mobile populations, the
probability of a communication link between landline phone users (Fischer, 1992;
Mok & Wellman, 2007; Singer, 1981; Wellman & Tindall, 1993) as well as mobile
phone users (Barthélemy, 2011; Krings, Calabrese, Ratti, & Blondel, 2009; Lambiotte
et al., 2008) decreases with distance. Presumably, the sensitivity of phone calls to
distance in pedestrian societies where the mobile phone is the only information
communication technology might be significantly higher. Can mobile phones be
relied on for a wide diffusion of essential information, or are they only used with a
limited number of friends from the same neighborhood?

A number of evaluation studies from developing countries have found positive
impacts of mobile phones on access to agricultural information (Arunachalam,
2002; Bhavnani et al., 2008; Overå, 2006), whereas other studies have found mobile
phones to be used mainly for casual conversations within existing networks rather
than as a means to increase productive capacity (Donner, 2006, 2009; Horst &
Miller, 2005; Matous et al., 2011). These findings parallel the situation when the first
landline phones were being used in Western countries. Although landline phones
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were originally marketed in remote rural areas as tools for business and means of connecting with urban centers, a widespread diffusion of telecommunication was achieved largely due to the popularity of phones for casual calls (Fischer, 1992).

Although communication for self-expression is important in any country, this type of phone usage is mostly neglected in the literature on information technologies for developing countries (Donner, 2009). This lack of consideration is unfortunate because sentiment-sharing conversations are a crucial source of social support and nurture informal relations (Campbell & Kelley, 2008), which in turn may become instrumental in times of need (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988).

Understanding the interaction between face-to-face communication and phone calls as well as the evolution of information- and sentiment-sharing networks across physical space in underdeveloped rural areas can help researchers identify potential paths to productivity enhancement and better understand the social and psychological outcomes of mobile use in developing countries. As long as the geography of the different types of calls remains unexplored, it will be problematic to design effective interventions with new information technologies or understand social diffusion processes in less-developed regions with access to mobile phone telephony.

The research question addressed in this paper is as follows: “What is the potential of the new communication technologies in individuals’ access to information and diffusion of practices and sharing of sentiments across rural areas of developing countries?” Specifically, we focus our analysis on two newly emerging types of communication networks: (1) information-sharing and (2) sentiment-sharing mobile phone call networks. The paper identifies how geography and network structure influence individuals’ choices of information sources and casual calling partners in a historically pedestrian society. We discuss the topologies of macro-communication network structures that may develop through these micro-tendencies. For this purpose, we created conditions in a non-industrialized Ethiopian region that enabled us to quantitatively and qualitatively observe this new network evolutionary mechanism from its beginning.

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Instrumental and expressive communicative action

According to Lin (2001), individuals act for two primary purposes, instrumental and expressive, and any theory linking individuals to structure must distinguish these two classes of actions. We borrow this framework to classify communication activities in the present paper. An explanation of these two types of activities follows.

Instrumental actions are undertaken to achieve certain goals, and the means to achieve them are separate and distinct from the goals themselves. Through instrumental actions, egos seek alters who are in different, preferably better, social positions to gain access to resources that are not directly available to the egos. This behavior requires egos to demonstrate a high degree of agency to overcome normative homophilous interaction patterns (McPherson et al., 2001). Weak ties are often more likely than strong ties to reach new fresh resources that are unavailable to ego (Granovetter, 1973), also partly because weak ties tend to be more numerous than maintenance-demanding strong ties. In the present paper, we focus
solely on instrumental communication related to agriculture. For Ethiopian farmers, potentially highly valuable sources of instrumental support, information, and new technologies are the university-educated experts who work for the public agricultural extension centers (Matouš et al., 2012). However, the Ethiopian extension system is hierarchical, and the experts' status is significantly above that of the farmers (Matouš et al., 2012). Although the underprivileged egos may have much to gain in such asymmetric relationships, alters with better resources might not be interested in engaging with the egos.

Expressive needs, specifically those seeking sentiment and mental support, are a strong driving force in people's behavior (Lin, 2001). Expressive actions are taken for their own sake; they are both means and ends. Such actions can include soliciting and sharing support or confiding one's feelings, as when mothers talk affectionately to each other about their children or complain about their husbands. The partners for expressive activities are “expected to sympathize and empathize with ego and to appreciate and reciprocate ego's feelings” (Lin, 2001, p. 46). Consequently, individuals with similar socioeconomic characteristics and lifestyles are the preferred partners for expressive actions (Homans, 1950; McPherson et al., 2001). Empathy and common concern are associated with frequent social interactions. Thus, in a context characterized by underdeveloped transportation infrastructure, the extent of expressive activities is expected to be geographically limited (Matous et al., 2013).

Naturally, instrumental and expressive actions are interrelated and may support each other. Instrumental information may be more readily shared after trust has been built through expressive interactions, and business partners may become true friends. This study uses the instrumental and expressive conceptualization of communication networks to achieve the two aims of this paper, i.e., to ascertain the potential of the mobile phone for (1) the diffusion of agricultural information and (2) the potentially interrelated expression of sentiments.

2.2 Phone-call network normative processes and social learning in agriculture

Traditionally, governmental agricultural advisors were expected to spread effective practices by teaching them to selected “pilot farmers,” who were expected to pass the knowledge on to the passive remainder of the population. However, researchers have recognized the limits of this top-down linear model (Douthwaite et al., 2001; Leeuwis, 2004; Spielman et al., 2009; Warner, 2007). It is assumed now that farmers mutually influence each other in many directions in their agricultural decisions (Solano et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 2009), and social learning is expected to play a large role in the protection of farmers’ natural resources (Ostrom, 1990; Folke, 2006; Janssen et al., 2006; Bodin & Crona, 2009; Pretty et al., 2011).

To investigate the potential contribution of the mobile phone to agricultural social learning, we must examine micro-mechanisms that may lead to the emergence of knowledge-sharing macro-structures within communities. In general, theoretically important drivers of network evolution are actors' tendencies toward initiating a contact, reciprocity, and preferential attachment (Snijders, 2001), and results from industrialized countries show that mobile phone networks are no exception to this pattern (Akoglu & Dalvi, 2010; Hidalgo & Rodriguez-Sickert, 2008). More specifically to the Ethiopian context, it is clearly important whether people use their
phones at all. The tendency to call others in the community or withdraw from using the phone is a crucial determinant of the density of the network. Then, for a given network density, the network topology determines the potential for information diffusion among the actors. Well-connected, high-degree nodes can emerge due to preferential attachment, i.e., an actor’s tendency to create ties to popular actors (Barabási, 2009; Barabási & Albert, 1999). It is also of interest to determine whether bidirectional information and feedback exchange can occur (i.e., whether pairs and triplets of farmers can consider each other as important information sources) or only unidirectional flows of information from more informed individuals to other passive recipients can be expected. Preferential attachment in combination with the possibility of reciprocating attention would support the creation of star-like hub-and-spoke structures with interactive relationships and flows of information between the evolved centers and the surrounding nodes. Such centers connect many people within few steps in the network and theoretically enable a wide sharing of knowledge generated through experience, experimentation, and reinvention.

Social status and social capital have been hypothesized to affect such endogenous tendencies in advice networks (Agneessens & Wittek, 2012; Lazega et al., 2012). From the status perspective, giving advice generates prestige, whereas requesting information decreases it. According to this view, we would expect unidirectional flows of information from knowledgeable individuals who have accumulated higher status in the local hierarchy to lower status individuals. In network terms, this phenomenon would be manifested by an actor’s avoidance of reciprocation and cyclical triads (Agneessens & Wittek, 2012). The social capital perspective predicts that exchange relations create obligations that must be returned (Molm et al., 2007). Moreover, in cases of generalized exchange, an old favor might not necessarily be returned by the original debtor but possibly by an individual who is indebted to the original debtor. In network terms, these effects would be manifested by actors’ preferences for reciprocation and cyclical triads (Agneessens & Wittek, 2012).

These endogenous tendencies are estimated in this study and controlled in the assessment of the net effects of other factors (e.g., geography) on the formation of instrumental and expressive calling networks. The process is described in the Methods section below.

3 Methods

This study combines several methods. We donated mobile phones to farmers in rural Ethiopia, where usage rates were low, and collected longitudinal network data on communication ties and their content. Analytically, we took advantage of the most recent advances in stochastic actor-based modeling to explain the mechanisms of the calling network evolution in a statistically rigorous manner. Finally, semi-structured interviews with the experts and selected farmers enabled a meaningful interpretation and validation of the findings regarding people’s networking activities.

Donating hundreds of phones may be considered a particularly atypical aspect of this study. The following section explains the relevance of this research design.
3.1 Experimental intervention

Identifying new phone users’ micro-behaviors that determine the topology of the overall communication network entails several challenges related to self-selection, network growth, and relevant data accessibility.

The first users of new communication technologies tend to be wealthier individuals with specific personal characteristics and social networks (May, 2012; Peters & Allouch, 2005; Rogers, 2003). If we attempted to capture the changing dynamics in usage of the first information-communication technologies under natural conditions, the observations would include only advantaged individuals who could only call each other. Alternatively, if we monitored the natural situation at subsequent stages, after later adopters had joined the existing calling network, the process would be influenced by the shape of the pre-existing calling network. Even if all individuals began with the same number of calling ties randomly distributed without preferential attachment, the early adopters would evolve to have the highest degree in the network (Barabási & Albert, 1999). Another problem is obtaining relevant data from the users, as directly unobservable egos’ perceptions of their communication partners are important for information and behavior diffusion (Rogers, 2003). With regard to the adoption of new farming practices, data on who is considered to be an important partner for information gathering and self-expression may be more relevant than simple blind logs of who calls whom. The perceived purpose of communication activities is also of interest. Such data are difficult to obtain under natural conditions.

This paper attempts to understand the behavior of individuals from all levels of the Ethiopian rural farming society at the initial stages of new technology introduction. Exogenously creating conditions in one of the remaining areas where mobile phones had not yet been popular allowed for rigorous statistical judgments about the users’ preferences and enabled quantitative descriptions of the emergence of the overall communication network from the beginning. The large-scale randomized donation of mobile phones enabled the inclusion of users representing all socio-economic groups to participate in the network creation from the beginning of the observation. While limiting confounding by self-selection and pre-existing calling history, this intervention illuminated people’s changing attitudes toward the new technology and the technology’s usage for information gathering and mental well-being. Importantly, in return for the valuable devices, the participants were willing to share details of their usage and regularly answer demanding and potentially intrusive questions regarding their perceived main communication partners and calling purposes. This data acquisition might be impossible if the participants had purchased the phones.

3.2 Data description

Despite the rapid growth in mobile phone penetration in Ethiopia, prior to the experiment, the national average was only four subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, the third lowest on the continent (International Telecommunication Union, 2009). In May 2011, we donated mobile phones to 234 heads of farming households selected through stratified random sampling in four villages of the Tiyo District in Arsi Zone. This number corresponds to approximately 12% of the households in these villages.
The farmers live on land that is allocated by the government, and local laws prevent them from moving their farms. Our previous survey had shown that these farmers had not been using mobile phones frequently prior to the experiment and that their social networks and economic activity had been geographically constrained. Almost every individual known to these farmers lived within a two-hour walking distance, face-to-face meetings were essentially the only mode of contact, and people who lived beyond one kilometer were met only infrequently (Matous & Todo, 2013). Thus, we had a rare opportunity to observe the emergence of phone communication networks from the beginning.

Together with the phones, we provided lists with the names and phone numbers of all individuals who were given a phone in the area. We also added the numbers of 27 local agricultural experts who helped to organize the experiment and five Ethiopian research assistants who already owned phones.

The agricultural experts charged each phone with a credit worth approximately 30 minutes of domestic calls to ensure that the farmers used their phones. Every month, up to three research assistants separately interviewed the farmers about their phone usage in exchange for another 30-minute calling credit. This process was repeated monthly until December 2011. During each monthly interview, the research assistants asked the farmers about the main interlocutors they had called within the previous month (up to a maximum of five), their relationship (e.g., “kin” or “met just through the experiment”), and the main content of the calls with each elicited alter. The exact GPS coordinates of farmers’ households and experts’ workplaces were also recorded. Due to the benefits offered to the farmers (a free mobile phone and free calling credit every month) and efforts of the local research assistants, we obtained this longitudinal multivariate communication network dataset with a minimal amount of missing data (Table 2). The 266 people who were included in the distributed lists, i.e., the farmers who received phones, the local agricultural experts, and the experiment organizers, constitute the nodes of the networks in the current paper. In any study employing full networks, the setting of the network boundary can be questioned. Because of the above-mentioned social isolation of the villages and the previous lack of information-communication technologies, we believe that the boundary for the present study is sensible.

An important characteristic of the network data is their self-reported nature. Admittedly, the objectivity of self-reports and the accuracy of the coding of the communication content can be questioned. However, we believe that this type of data can complement the large body of existing literature on phone networks. Face-to-face data gathering regarding communication partners and the nature of calls is demanding but enables the investigation of somewhat different aspects of communication and network formation than do automatically logged datasets. Who the users remember and report among their top five communication partners is informative, and the nominations can be used to define the direction of ties in the analyzed networks. The tie direction does not necessarily reflect who initiated the calls; however, it reveals who in the pair perceives the other person as an important phone communication partner for agricultural information provision or companionship. For example, if there is an information tie from A to B, we know that A considers B to be an important calling partner for information gathering. In contrast, if there is no tie from B to A, B either consciously named individuals other
than A or did not recall A during the interview. In either case, we assume that A is not an important information source for B. Consequently, we assume that A is likely to pay more attention and absorb more information from B than vice versa.

In addition to the monthly surveys, we conducted semi-structured interviews, in February 2012, with the experts \((N = 9)\) and selected farmers \((N = 8)\) concerning their phone usage. These surveys aided in interpreting the quantitative findings. Working with a skilled interpreter between English and the local languages, Amharic and Oromo, the first author prompted the farmers with a general instruction, such as “Please tell me something about the way you use your phone.” The informants could talk freely; when they had said everything that was on their mind, the interviewer followed up with gradually more focused questions. As the conversation unfolded, we inquired about the following sub-topics in a variable order: choice of walking versus calling, perception regarding phone calls with less known persons, methods of obtaining phone numbers, understanding the functions of the phone, use of text messaging, the changing nature of phone usage over time, the value of the phone for instrumental versus expressive purposes, and any other issue that the informant volunteered. The experts had been heavy phone users prior to the experiment. We asked them about the content of the calls they received from the farmers. The experts informed us that they did not usually call farmers and that farmers were not among their top five most important communication partners. In the final stage of this research, we showed them the preliminary results and the anonymized networks, and asked for their opinion on the observed patterns.

### 3.3 Multiplexity considerations

The current paper analyzes the co-evolution of instrumental and expressive communication networks. The importance of exploring complex interplays of multiple relations to understand the patterned nature of social structures was emphasized by early network scholars (Boissevain, 1974; Boorman & Harrison, 1976; Harrison et al., 1976). However, most network studies and available analytical techniques continue to focus on univariate networks, ignoring the possible dynamic influences of different types of relationships on each other (Rodriguez & Shinavier, 2010; Szell et al., 2010; Szell & Thurner, 2010).

This simplification is not always appropriate because analyzing only a single network where multiple networks interact can potentially distort results (Ellwardt et al., 2012; Ferriani et al., 2013; Huitsing et al., 2012; Leicht & D'Souza, 2009; Szell et al., 2010). The problem is that reliable longitudinal multivariate data are lacking, and appropriate analytical methods that would enable formal theorizing through quantitative testing of hypotheses are under development (Entwisle et al., 2007; Kadushin, 2012). Paradoxically, current phone network studies are driven by the new availability of automatically collected society-wide datasets, which enable researchers to explore social interactions at an unprecedented scale (Onnela et al., 2007). However, this perspective also has drawbacks. It may suffer from coarse-grained representations of social processes, averaging over a multitude of unknown local contexts and millions of unknown diverse users. Furthermore, automatically collected large phone network datasets are blind with respect to the nature of calls (Szell et al., 2010), which is important for our question.
Analytically, the most common approach to addressing multiplexity is to aggregate all networks into one or to analyze each network separately (either at the whole-network level or at the individual level) and then compare the results. However, ignoring potential interdependencies of interest among the networks or mixing different types of relationships may misrepresent the system (Robins & Pattison, 2006; Szell et al., 2010). Only recently has methodological progress been achieved in research of interdependent networks in terms of community detection, percolation thresholds, and dynamic analysis (Gao et al., 2012; Leicht & D’Souza, 2009; Mucha et al., 2010; Ripley et al., 2012; Rodriguez & Shinavier, 2010). These works confirm differences resulting from single and multiplex conceptualizations and inform the present research.

The next section explains our chosen analytical strategy.

3.4 Analytical strategy

First, we examine the descriptive statistics of overall and specific calling networks among the 266 actors and visualize them in geographical space for the six monthly observations. This analysis is followed with actor-based modeling. The specifics of these methods are described below.

3.4.1 Measures

During the interviews, the research assistants classified the calling ties into agriculture-related instrumental communication, expressive communication, and other calls. The classification was based on the interviewer’s judgment and was confirmed by the interviewee. The interviewers achieved consensus on the meaning of each category among themselves through finalizing the questionnaire, translating it, and testing and retesting it together in the local languages. The informants were asked only about the main conversation topics with each contacted individual for the particular month; the content of separate phone calls was not considered. The instrumental calls include only information-gathering exchanges regarding agricultural practices, technologies, and markets. Expressive calls include casual conversations without specific instrumental goals, mainly sentiment-sharing communication with friends or kin. A tie could be classified as both instrumental and expressive; however, this occurred in only one case. Typically, the users mentioned only agriculture-related topics or only sentiment-sharing topics (or topics unrelated to either of these) as the main topic of conversation for each alter during each monthly interview. Naturally, this does not mean that the farmers spoke strictly only about the main elicited topics. It is unlikely that they would never mention any instrumental issue in a communication link that was described as expressive in a given month. Unfortunately, it was not feasible to conduct a sufficiently deep inquiry to obtain and record all details of all communication in a given month. However, we can see from the available data that some ties changed their nature from mainly instrumental to mainly expressive and vice versa during the experiment.

Based on this classification of ties, unweighted directed instrumental, expressive, and aggregate networks were constructed. In the aggregate calling network, we consider that there is a tie from actor $i$ to actor $j$ if there is any type of tie present.
The “other” category includes calls about non-farm activities that were unrelated to the exchange of information on agricultural practices, technologies, and markets, and were not of a casual sentiment-sharing nature. The “other” category also includes communication ties that the user was not able or willing to sufficiently describe for classification. Calls of a potentially instrumental nature that were not related to agriculture are also categorized as other. This category is not specifically analyzed in the present paper.

In the case of the overall network, we also test the relation between the calling network structure and call volumes. We use a dichotomized behavioral variable that distinguishes whether the farmer has purchased an extra calling charge to talk beyond the originally provided free monthly charge (approximately 30 minutes per participant).

Independent actor and dyadic covariates used in the presented models are described below.

1. **Farmer dummy.** Takes a value of 1 if the actor is a farmer and 0 if the actor is a government-employed agricultural expert. Of the actors, 88% are farmers. No values are missing.

2. **Village.** A categorical variable indicating the actor’s location. Categories 1 to 4 are used for the four farming villages in which we conducted the experiment; 5 indicates urban locations where the experiment organizers and some agricultural experts were based. No values are missing.

3. **Physical distance.** A dyadic covariate indicating GPS-measured straight geographical distances in kilometers between the actors’ households (or the workplaces of the experts). Most of previous studies on the geography of social networks were conducted in societies where individuals can move freely and, thus, can relocate closer to alters with whom they wish to interact. This freedom of movement makes the effects of distance endogenous. However, the effect of distance can be considered exogenous in the present study because Ethiopian laws effectively prohibit farmers from moving and the experts are assigned to their locations on a short-term basis by the government. The nearest pair of actors lived 18 meters apart; the most remote pair (a farmer and an experiment organizer) were 270.4 kilometers apart. The mean value is 7.856 kilometers. In the presented models, this variable is used in a natural logarithmic form, with values ranging from –4.0 to 5.5. A total of 1,214 (1.7%) values are missing.

### 3.4.2 Actor-based model selection and goodness of fit

Our research problem requires methods that are specifically designed for a longitudinal multivariate network analysis. We take advantage of the latest advances in stochastic actor-based modeling (Ripley et al., 2012; Snijders et al., 2013) to simulate the changes in the two observed networks while accounting for possible interactions, normative network processes, and the effects of geography. The reader is referred to the Appendix and the cited works of Snijders and his colleagues for the technical details of this approach (Snijders, 2001; Snijders et al., 2010; Steglich et al., 2010). This modeling method enables us to uncover farmers’ preferences when selecting their calling partners for the sharing of information and sentiments. From
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these micro-level drivers of the network evolution, we can predict the shape of the macro-structures that are likely to emerge and propose effective strategies to harness them to improve farmers’ understanding of beneficial agricultural practices. This section describes the application of the method to the present data.

The model includes effects that represent possible reasons why an actor might wish to change a tie (Table 1). These effects express the actors’ (not necessarily conscious) preferences for optimizing their communication network. They are related to the ego network structure, attributes of the ego, alters, and dyads. The goal of the simulation was to estimate the relative strength of these effects and their statistical significance.

In addition to the standard convergence tests described in the Appendix, we applied the following two approaches to guide the model selection and test the goodness of fit: (1) a generalized Neyman–Rao score-type test for each covariate; and (2) a test of the fit of the simulated networks in terms of the fundamental network characteristics that are not directly estimated in the simulations (Ripley et al., 2012).

Parameters for models that include more than one time period might not be constant over all periods. We used the score-type test to verify whether time-period dummy interactions with any parameter should be included or whether the parameters could be considered constant over all time periods. For example, in the presented models, it was necessary to add a time dummy for the distance covariate because the sensitivity of the farmers’ phone calls to distance differed from the beginning to the end of the experiment.

For every new specification, we tested the model’s goodness of fit by examining the simulated networks’ fundamental characteristics that are not directly estimated by the methods of moments. We focused on the following four important properties of graphs (Wasserman & Faust, 1994): (1) indegree distribution, (2) outdegree distribution, (3) geodesic distance distribution, and (4) triad census. Similar to Wang et al. (2009), we measured the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936) to quantify how far the simulated networks are from the actual observations and employed a Monte Carlo test based on this distance to compute frequentist p-values for each of the four fundamental graph parameters (Lospinoso & Snijders, 2011). The entire process was repeated until a well-converged model with high p-values for the Mahalanobis distance-based tests was obtained and all necessary controls for time heterogeneity were included.

We were not able to obtain a perfectly fitting model for all four tested graph properties when we used all six waves of data in the estimation, presumably partly because of initial irregularities and abrupt changes. The calling style observed in the first months, although illuminating for exploratory purposes, was atypical. Accounting for such time heterogeneity requires controlling for the changing strength of network effects through these initial phases of mobile network evolution. Such controls for all five periods between the six observed waves for each type of network resulted in overly complicated models, which either did not fit or did not converge. Therefore, we focused on longer-term regularities observable through initial and latter months of new phone experiences. Although the descriptive insights in this paper are based on the complete dataset, the network is simulated using two-month rather than one-month periods in the presented Siena models. Specifically, we simulate the networks between the second, fourth, and sixth observations.
### Table 1. Formulas and explanations for network selection and behavior effects in networks $x$ and $w$ for ego $i$, and alters $j$ with actor attributes $v$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdegree</td>
<td>A tendency to create and maintain calling ties</td>
<td>$s_{ki}(x) = \sum_j x_{ij}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>A tendency to call those who call the ego</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} x_{ji}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-cycles</td>
<td>A tendency for generalized reciprocity, i.e., to call those who call those who call the ego</td>
<td>$\sum_{j,h} x_{ij} x_{jh} x_{hi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indegree-related popularity</td>
<td>A tendency to call those who are called by others</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} \sqrt{x_{+j}}$, where $\sqrt{x_{+j}}$ is the number of incoming ties of alter $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolates’ withdrawal</td>
<td>A tendency of those who are not called by anyone not to call anyone</td>
<td>$I{x_{+i} = x_{+i} = 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actor effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego attribute</td>
<td>A tendency of actors with certain attributes to create and maintain calling ties</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} v_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter attribute</td>
<td>Popularity of actors with certain attributes as targets of calls</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} v_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dyadic effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching on attributes</td>
<td>A tendency to call those with the same attributes</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} I{v_i = v_j}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance effect</td>
<td>A tendency to call those who live close</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} \log(dist_{ij})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-network effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrainment</td>
<td>A tendency to call the same people for expressive and instrumental purposes</td>
<td>$\sum_j x_{ij} w_{ij}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear change</td>
<td>A basic drive toward increasing calling volumes</td>
<td>$s_{ki}^{beh}(x, z)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alters average</td>
<td>A tendency of those who call heavy callers to also become heavy callers</td>
<td>$z_i(\sum_j x_{ij} z_j) / (\sum_j x_{ij})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $x_{ij} = 1$ is a directed tie from $i$ to $j$ exists, 0 otherwise.

The square root reflects that the same absolute difference in degree is relatively less relevant for high-degree individuals compared to low-degree individuals.

Simplification considerably shortens the analysis time and enables us to obtain a good fit of the models.

During the model selection, we gradually tested the contribution of physical and social proximity as well as the ego, alter, and behavioral characteristics to the goodness of fit. In addition to the effects presented in the final models, we
experimented with constant and dynamic covariates of access to a phone signal and electricity, wealth, education, religion, and the ethnicity of the users. However, these covariates did not improve the fit of the models.

In the multivariate model, we used the same variables for both types of networks to obtain comparable results. We also tested various cross-network interactions such as the reciprocation of one type of calls with the other type or the effects of popularity in one network on popularity in other network. Surprisingly, these effects did not improve the fit of the model and were not statistically significant, which suggests a distinct nature of the type of communication and the resulting networks. The only cross-network effect that was significant was the most essential effect known as entrainment (Robins & Pattison, 2006). A positive entrainment effect indicates that the presence of one type of tie between two actors in the previous wave increases the propensity for creation of the other type of tie between the same actors in the same direction.

4 Results

4.1 Overall communication network

First, we present descriptive findings about the overall communication network and call volumes (Figure 1, Table 2).

Table 2 demonstrates that at first, the new phone owners called distant individuals whom they met only through the experiment (and whose phone numbers they received from the distributed list). Many of these individuals were the agronomy specialists and the experiment organizers based in the centers of the villages, a nearby town, or near the capital in one case. (The town where several experts were based is located in the upper-right corner in the network figures.) The farmers mainly asked about new fertilizers and pests that appeared on their fields. Semi-structured interviews with the local experts showed that some experts attempted to answer the farmers’ questions. However, several of the experts considered it a burden or believed that they could not give appropriate advice without visiting the farm and told the farmers not to call them again. Some experts also felt that in the beginning, many farmers called them simply to test their new phones. This type of usage sharply
dropped after the initial period. The farmers gradually began to use their phones to call people who live closer and to speak with relatives. This shift from new weak ties to stronger and geographically shorter ties is documented in Table 2.

The stochastic actor-based modeling results show that the drivers of the overall communication network dynamics are reciprocity, indegree-related popularity, isolates’ withdrawal, village boundaries, and geographical proximity (Table 4). Even within the same village, people are more likely to frequently call those who live closer. The negatively significant three-cycle time dummy suggests that the initial tendency toward generalized reciprocity disappeared toward the end of the experiment. After accounting for the effects of geography, transitivity effects (which test the actors’
propensity to form closed triangles and increase the network clustering) did not
further improve the fit of the model.

The outdegree effect is strongly negative, meaning that the users are reluctant to
create and maintain calling ties unless several of the positive above-mentioned effects
are also present (e.g., the calling partner lives physically close in the same village and
has previously nominated ego). Consequently, the calling network is sparse (Table 2).
In the semi-structured interviews, both farmers and local experts stated that they had
never used their phones to call anyone whom they did not know. They would not
feel comfortable doing that; moreover, it would be practically impossible to obtain
phone numbers of people whom the individuals had never met in person. The strong
isolates’ withdrawal effect (parameter value: 2.848; standard error: 0.271) signifies
that individuals who were not considered to be an important calling partner by any
participant in the study were less likely to ever name a communication partner (not
even their neighbors from the same village; parameter: 2.071; standard error: 0.287).
Network normative mechanisms further aggravate the situation. Due to reciprocity
effects, the passivity of the isolates lowers the probability of ever becoming a person’s
important calling partner in the future, which is further exacerbated by the indegree-
related popularity mechanism. Therefore, a large proportion of initially disconnected
individuals remained isolated over the observed six months. In the last month of
the experiment, 65% of the participants were not listed by another participant, and
56% did not list another participant.

The behavior-related variables are not significant. In addition to the formulas in
Table 1, we attempted various other specifications but did not find any evidence
of their effects in terms of influence or selection. It appears that people did not
consider how often an alter calls in their choice of calling partners. Furthermore,
their calling volumes were not significantly influenced by the calling volumes of
their calling partners. However, the inclusion of these behavior variables affects the
distributions of triadic motifs in the simulated networks and improves the overall fit
of the univariate and multivariate models. Hence, they are preserved in the models.

4.2 Instrumental and expressive communication networks

This section aims to ascertain the potential of the mobile phone for development
of (1) instrumental information-sharing and (2) expressive sentiment-sharing net-
works. The analysis highlights the importance of distinguishing conversation context
when studying mobile phone calling networks. First, we focus on the instrumental
agricultural information-sharing network, which was remarkably denser than the
expressive communication network in the first months of the experiment (Table 2,
and Figures 2 and 3). The initial period was presumably most influenced by the
experiment design. The distribution of phones was administered with the assistance
of local agricultural experts (who are the most educated people in the villages and
have reliable information about the inhabitants), their phone numbers were given
to the farmers, and the research purpose of exploring the transfer of agricultural
information was known to the participants. This design may partly explain the
high number of agricultural calling ties from the start. The high proportion of
instrumental calls to alters (mainly the agricultural experts) who were met only
through this project is remarkable (Table 2).
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A strong interconnection by instrumental calls can be noted between the two villages in the left-hand side of the network figures. The local informants explained that there are occasional interactions between these villages. The two villages are connected by a comfortable footpath without a large elevation difference and have a similar ethnic composition. Amhara is the largest ethnic group in the left-hand side villages, and the Oromo ethnicity is predominant in the right-hand side villages. Markets are held in the lower-left village, and some of the inhabitants of the upper-left village occasionally attend them. Finally, there is an agricultural office in the lower-left village that is used as a local coordination center, and the experts employed in this center disseminate the newest agricultural inputs.

In contrast, we did not find this inter-village connection for expressive calls. Figures 2 and 3, and Table 2 demonstrate that expressive communication partners tend to live closer than instrumental communication partners. Except for the extra ordinary start with only few expressive calls, the median tie length is slightly less than one kilometer. Interestingly, the median tie length of all types of measured social relationships among the inhabitants of this region prior to the experiment was
Table 3. The number of ties that preserved their type and the number of ties that changed their type from expressive to instrumental or instrumental to expressive during each time period between observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>1→2</th>
<th>2→3</th>
<th>3→4</th>
<th>4→5</th>
<th>5→6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental → Instrumental</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental → Expressive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive → Expressive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive → Instrumental</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

approximately one kilometer (Matous et al., 2013). Table 2 shows a high proportion of kin among expressive phone communication partners.

Table 3 demonstrates that several ties changed their nature from instrumental to expressive and vice versa during the experiment. According to the stochastic multivariate models, these numbers signify actors’ statistically significant preference for creating instrumental and expressive ties where the other type of relationship was previously present compared to calling a new alter. (The effect of a prior expressive tie on the creation of an instrumental tie = 4.398, standard error: 2.095; the effect of a prior instrumental tie on the creation of an expressive tie = 3.674, standard error: 0.988.) Table 3 shows that it is more common for expressive communication to follow instrumental communication than vice versa. However, in the actor-based model, due to the inclusion of the necessary controls for time heterogeneity that reflect the delayed onset in expressive communication, the entrainment effects are significant for both types of ties.

By comparing the parameter for the log of distance (–0.767) and the entrainment parameter for expressive ties (3.674), we can illustrate the strength of the network interactions in geographical units. On average, calling a person for an expressive purpose in the first half of the experiment who lives only 100 meters away but had not provided instrumental information (i.e., entrainment = 0) was as likely as calling a person who lives 12 kilometers away and had provided such information ($e^{3.674/0.767} = 120; 100 \times 120 = 12\, \text{km}$).

However, despite this interaction between the two communication networks, there are important differences in the mechanisms of their evolution. First, instrumentally important agricultural information-seeking calls are directed mainly to experts who have access to external information, whereas fellow farmers appear to be preferred for expressive calls. Next, differential impacts of physical distance are noteworthy. Compared to localized expressive communication, experiment participants obtained agricultural information with their phones across greater distances (Table 2). The actor-based model highlights that, controlling for a common village affiliation, the farmers preferred calling more distant individuals over their neighbors for information in the later in the experimental period (see the insignificant main effect of distance and the positively significant interaction with the time dummy in Table 4).

In the semi-structured interviews, several farmers described how they gradually realized that if they needed to request something from distant acquaintances, it was more productive to make a call and spend the saved time to work on the farm than to walk to meet them face-to-face. On average, the overall calling volumes rose
Table 4. *Network evolution parameters estimated using stochastic actor-based models.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network dynamics</th>
<th>Univariate model</th>
<th>Multivariate model</th>
<th>Expressive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All ties</td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdegree</td>
<td>$-6.435$ (0.380)$^*$</td>
<td>$-7.640$ (1.698)$^*$</td>
<td>$-10.246$ (2.163)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>$2.414$ (0.252)$^*$</td>
<td>$2.652$ (1.014)$^*$</td>
<td>$0.318$ (1.213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclical triads</td>
<td>$1.628$ (0.451)$^*$</td>
<td>$2.209$ (1.569)</td>
<td>$1.828$ (1.351)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indegree-related</td>
<td>$0.731$ (0.133)$^*$</td>
<td>$0.756$ (0.299)$^*$</td>
<td>$1.195$ (1.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>popularity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolates' withdrawal</td>
<td>$2.848$ (0.271)$^*$</td>
<td>$3.794$ (0.503)$^*$</td>
<td>$2.400$ (0.844)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical distance</td>
<td>$0.463$ (0.056)$^*$</td>
<td>$0.119$ (0.153)</td>
<td>$-0.767$ (0.105)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter is a farmer</td>
<td>$-0.829$ (0.219)$^*$</td>
<td>$-2.626$ (1.000)$^*$</td>
<td>$1.974$ (1.011)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same village</td>
<td>$2.071$ (0.287)$^*$</td>
<td>$2.410$ (0.491)$^*$</td>
<td>$3.038$ (1.602)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls for time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heterogeneity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdegree × latter</td>
<td>$0.261$ (0.240)</td>
<td>$0.310$ (0.322)</td>
<td>$-0.147$ (0.592)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical distance ×</td>
<td>$0.017$ (0.115)</td>
<td>$0.668$ (0.185)$^*$</td>
<td>$-0.033$ (0.190)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latter time period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclical triads ×</td>
<td>$-2.672$ (0.928)$^*$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latter time period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network interdependence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrainment</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$4.398$ (2.095)$^*$</td>
<td>$3.674$ (0.988)$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of calling volumes on network structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter calls heavily</td>
<td>$-0.127$ (0.231)</td>
<td>$0.178$ (1.871)</td>
<td>$0.367$ (0.783)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego calls heavily</td>
<td>$0.187$ (0.243)</td>
<td>$-0.647$ (1.588)</td>
<td>$0.196$ (1.236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching on calling volumes</td>
<td>$0.420$ (0.277)</td>
<td>$1.377$ (1.752)</td>
<td>$0.516$ (1.352)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior dynamics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for a linear change</td>
<td>$0.444$ (0.228)$^*$</td>
<td>$0.514$ (0.353)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of network on calling volumes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alters’ average</td>
<td>$-2.050$ (2.506)</td>
<td>$-3.204$ (5.852)</td>
<td>$-1.764$ (14.397)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>$0.823$</td>
<td>$0.912$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo Mahalanobis distance test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdegree distribution</td>
<td>$0.411$</td>
<td>$0.262$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geodesic distance distribution</td>
<td>$0.548$</td>
<td>$0.572$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triad census</td>
<td>$0.146$</td>
<td>$0.365$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^*$ $p < 0.1$, $^*$ $p < 0.05$, $^*$ $p < 0.01$, two-sided. Rate effects not displayed.
steadily (Table 2), even in places without electricity. Some experiment participants explained how they progressively mastered the functions of the phone while taking advantage of the free monthly calls and how they eventually began to purchase additional calling credit.

Nevertheless, many farmers who did not receive calls from others in the sample did not ever begin using their new phones for calls within the observed communities. Those who were not considered to be an important calling partner by any other participant tended not to name any calling partner from the sample (parameter: 3.794, standard error: 0.503 for instrumental call; and parameter: 2.400, standard error: 0.844 for expressive calls). By the end of the experiment, 82% of farmers did not have an important calling partner within the sample to share their sentiments, and 85% did not have a calling partner for agricultural information sharing.

Although we expected sentiment sharing to be mutual, we did not see any evidence of reciprocal preferences in the respondents’ nominations of main expressive communication partners. In contrast, the significant reciprocity effect for instrumental communication indicates that in this sparse network, the farmers were statistically significantly more likely to nominate individuals who nominated them in the previous wave as an important partner for information gathering compared to those who did not (only farmer-to-farmer ties can be reciprocated). This finding should be interpreted with caution because it does not necessarily imply high numbers of mutual ties within the same month. In fact, an immediate reciprocation by the same type of call within the same wave is nearly absent (Table 2). Nevertheless, this tendency suggests that in the long term, information does not need to flow in one direction only.

Finally, people are more likely to name an individual as an important information source if others also consider this individual to be important. This preferential attachment tendency was not evident for expressive calls.

### 5 Discussion and conclusions

The first aim of this study was to ascertain the potential of newly available mobile phones in rural areas of developing countries for the creation of networks that would enable agricultural information diffusion. The results suggest that mobile phones can be used to facilitate agricultural information-dissemination to remote rural households, but reports of social network expansion through the spontaneous creation of new instrumental ties may have been overstated in the literature. The new phone users expressed reluctance to call completely unknown individuals, and they typically do not know many people outside their small communities. However, the majority of the agricultural information-gathering calling ties registered in the panel were directed to individuals who were newly introduced through the experiment and whose phone numbers were distributed to the people. This outcome suggests a potential for organized interventions with this new technology.

As mobile phones become ubiquitous even in the rural regions of developing countries, the distribution of phone numbers to key persons could potentially aid in connecting remote farmers. It is unfortunate that this potential was not fully sustained in this particular case. In the present experiment, many farmers first tried to use their new phones to contact agricultural advisors, but many of the higher
status experts did not wish to interact with the farmers outside of their prescribed work duties in the field and eventually expressed this feeling to the callers. If answering the calls from farmers was made a part of the governmental experts’ work duties, these specialists could learn about the farmers’ real problems, provide more useful external information from agricultural research centers, and serve as a bridge to other communities to which they are assigned.

In the longer term, the identified endogenous farmers’ calling tendencies could be conducive to the creation of efficient macro-structures for large-scale information exchange. Paying greater attention to popular individuals is a self-reinforcing phenomenon that supports the emergence of high-degree hubs as prominent advisors become increasingly more popular and less known farmers become neglected. Due to this preferential attachment (and dis-attachment) in combination with the apparent statistical tendency to pay attention to those who have paid attention to you, the hubs might enable information flows in either direction through the network. Most importantly, the information could travel to these hubs directly from farms beyond a comfortable walking distance. Previous research has identified that the median length of all types of inhabitants’ social ties (i.e., ties to a random sample of alters that egos know by name) prior to the experiment was approximately one kilometer (Matous et al., 2013). The phones where preferably used to gather information through weak ties to alters living beyond this distance and thus could not be met regularly (Table 2). Easier and more rapid communication through these geographically long and mostly weak ties creates shortcuts in the existing network and increases the potential for the diffusion of agricultural information.

By creating conditions with a fixed number of nodes from the start, we could identify the potential drivers of skewed degree distributions in isolation from network growth effects. As new farmers in the region gradually obtain phones and their new ties are added to the network (and some old instrumental ties are abandoned by farmers who prefer expressive usage), the relative importance of larger older nodes should gradually grow. Rather than arbitrarily selecting “pilot farmers,” identifying and targeting any new calling network hubs with interventions is recommended. The agricultural experts are not eager to converse with many farmers; however, as a minimum requirement, their communication with selected highly regarded individuals would be beneficial.

A centralized information network topology resulting from the Mathew effect with newly possible geographically long ties would be an efficient type of structure in terms of network diffusion processes and robustness toward random node failure. However, this approach also entails risks because it may give a small number of individuals control over information flows across the network (Albert et al., 2000). Moreover, under natural conditions, socio-economically better-positioned individuals are able to obtain new communication technologies earlier and are more likely to become these privileged central nodes. Thus, the potential of the new technology to exacerbate power differentials within the affected communities should also be considered (Rogers, 2003).

The second aim of this study was to ascertain the potential of the mobile phone for the development of networks that would enable sentiment sharing in remote rural areas. After an initial period of testing the new devices predominantly as an agricultural information-gathering tool, people began using the phones for other
gratifying activities, such as informally conversing with friends and family. According to the fears of some researchers, new communication technologies may damage the social capital of communities by replacing casual neighborly interactions with virtual communication with physically distant individuals (Putnam, 2000). The observed situation in the four villages does not support this bleak view. While information-seeking calls were preferably directed towards the most geographically distant alters within the existing egos’ networks, the expressive ties were significantly shorter. Even after controlling for endogenous evolution mechanisms and homophily, the results show that the participants preferred to share their feelings with physically proximate alters. The median geographic length of an expressive communication tie (Table 2) was approximately the same as the length of the pre-existing ties, which were maintained face-to-face (Matous et al., 2013). This predominance of neighbors among expressive calling partners does not support the argument about the lost sense of community because of new technologies (Putnam, 2000). As reviewed above, there is a strong negative relationship between the physical distance and the frequency of meetings in this traditionally pedestrian region. Frequently met individuals are, in general, the preferred partners for expressive actions (Lin, 2001), which seems to be valid for phone-mediated communication.

In contrast to instrumental information sharing, expressive communication networks were fragmented and homophilous. By effectively preventing the emergence of long expressive inter-neighborhood ties, the strong frictional effects of distance indirectly limits the maximum possible degree within the spatially embedded expressive network in this sparsely populated region and sustains its fractioned nature (Barthélemy, 2011). It is unlikely that inter-communal sentiment-sharing social stars will emerge, and the phone seems unlikely to facilitate any large-scale diffusion of personal feelings. Moreover, due to the localized and disconnected nature of the expressive network and the limited geographical range of ties to trusted confidants, we do not expect the new mobile phone calling networks to be suitable for network-based interventions that aim to fundamentally change people’s basic behaviors. It seems unlikely that the calling networks will significantly accelerate extensive changes in habits such as the adoption of hand washing or diffusion of sensitive information (for example, information related to safe sexual practices) over large areas. The emerging, typically heterophilous, longer calling ties to little-known alters in the instrumental network are less likely to facilitate sharing delicate information or to have the strength to change people’s fundamental private behaviors (Rogers, 2003).

Although it was shown that instrumental and expressive communication networks evolve in distinctly different patterns, these networks are related. The implication for studies on information-communication technologies for development is that the formation of knowledge-sharing structures can be better modeled and understood by factoring in social usage. When the networks were analyzed separately, as is often the practice in research investigating multiple networks, the fit of the models was unsatisfactory. However, if the overall network were analyzed without distinguishing the different purposes of calls, we would miss important divergent effects of geography and normative processes in instrumental and expressive communication network formation.

Finally, the validity of the shift in the number of ties from instrumental to expressive deserves discussion. Although we donated the phones unconditionally
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and the users were assured that they were free to use them for any purpose, it could be argued that the farmers might describe the content of their calls in ways that they expected would be considered desirable, particularly at the beginning of the experiment. The experts confirmed that they were indeed called for information most frequently in the beginning by the people whom they met during the experiment administration. This finding matches the data from the farmers. Secondly, the delayed appearance of kin among communication partners matches the delayed appearance of calls that were described as expressive (Table 2). As reviewed above, expressive actions are fundamental for human beings (Lin, 2001), and a possible explanation for the observed pattern is that as the novelty of the gadgets diminished, this fundamental human tendency to share sentiments was eventually reflected in the use of the new technology.

In conclusion, the current paper attempted to explain divergent evolutionary mechanisms of new information-sharing and casual calling networks after the introduction of mobile phones to an agrarian region that lacked information-communication technologies, mass media, and modern transportation infrastructure. Clearly, communication context is a critical variable to measure when studying phone communication networks. Methodologically, we hope that this study demonstrates the potential of combining an experimental design with longitudinal observations, qualitative interviews, and the latest advances in network statistical analytical techniques and goodness-of-fit tests to overcome some challenges facing current network research.
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### Appendix

This appendix explains the method of stochastic actor-based simulation for multiple-network evolution. The simulation conditions on the first observation and tests hypothetical drivers of the evolution of networks and behaviors observed in the following periods. The model assumes a continuous Markov evolution of the network and decomposes the observed changes in its smallest possible components, i.e., modifications of one tie or one person’s behavior at a time between observations.

Between the observations, each actor receives several opportunities in a random order to change one of her outgoing ties and, in models that include it, several opportunities to change her behavior. The model includes “rate effects” for each simulated network and for the behavior that regulates how often actors receive an opportunity to modify their outgoing ties in each network or their behavior. These rate effects depend on the number of observed changes within the period. Only one actor acts at a time, and coordination is not allowed.

Each actor’s decision constitutes the social context in which she is embedded, and she chooses the next move to myopically maximize her utility. Utility is expressed, as in generalized linear models, as a combination of hypothetically relevant network features and behavior. In the simplest form, the utility can be expressed as $f_i(β, x) = \sum_k β_k s_{ki}(x)$. The utility function quantifies the desirability of each possible next state of the network $x$ among the fixed set of actors from the viewpoint of actor $i$. A random component with a standard Gumbel distribution is added to the evaluation function. This procedure is included to respect the stochastic character of network evolution, which is a result of influences that are unrepresented by nodal or dyadic variables and of measurement errors. Thus, the actor does not necessarily choose the state with the highest utility, but such a choice is most likely. When an actor receives an opportunity to modify one of her networks, her options are to create one...
new tie, delete one existing tie, or do nothing. When an actor has an opportunity to
change her behavior, in the case of a dichotomous behavioral variable, the actor can
choose to toggle the behavioral state or remain the same. Separate utility functions
are evaluated for actors’ choices in each network and for a behavior.

Each effect \( s_{ki} \) in the model corresponds to possible reasons why an actor might
wish to change a tie or a behavior. These effects express the actors’ (not necessarily
conscious) preferences for optimizing their communication network. They may
be related to the actors’ ego network structure, attributes of the ego, alters, or
dyads. The actors’ covariates can be constant (such as ethnicity or geographical
distance), exogenously changing (such as availability of electricity or phone signal),
or endogenously changing (i.e., actors’ behavior). The explanations and mathematical
formulas of effects \( s_{ki} \) are presented in Table 1. Please see the Siena manual (Ripley et
al., 2012) for a more in-depth explanation and a graphical illustration of the effects.

The goal of the simulation is to estimate the relative weights \( \beta_k \) for the statistics \( s_{ki} \). Parameter estimates can be used to compare how attractive various tie or behavioral
changes are to the actors while controlling for other exogenous and endogenous
effects. The signs of \( \beta_k \) indicate the preferred directions of network or behavioral
change, and their relative magnitudes can be interpreted similarly to parameters of
multinomial logistic regression models in terms of the log-probabilities of changes
among which the actors can choose. For example, in the evaluation function of
network \( x_1 \), if an effect indicating a presence of a tie in network \( x_2 \) between actor
\( i \) and actor \( j \) is statistically significant and positive, then actor \( i \) is more likely to
create and maintain a tie in \( x_1 \) to alters with whom a tie in \( x_2 \) exists, ceteris paribus.
Thus, both networks serve as both explanatory and outcome variables.

For models with more than two observations, all parameters are held the same
for each period, except for the rate of change. In the simulation, the network is reset
to the observation \( x(t_m) \) whenever the observation parameter \( t \) passes the time \( t_m \).

The estimation was executed in SIENA package version 4 in R and employed
its new functions for multiple network analysis (Ripley et al., 2012). The method
of moments, which depends on thousands of iterative computer simulations of the
change process (Snijders, 2001), is used to estimate the parameters \( \beta_k \) that enable
the reproduction of networks observed over six months most closely in terms of
selected target statistics. There is one target statistic for each estimated effect (for
example, the number of ties in the network corresponds to the outdegree effect, the
number of reciprocated ties corresponds to the reciprocity effect, the number of feed
forward loops corresponds to the transitivity effect, and the amount of change in
network corresponds to the rate function). For simulations over multiple periods,
the statistics are summed over all periods. The presented models all converged with
\( T \)-ratios, quantifying the deviations between the simulated and the observed values
of the target statistics, between \(-0.1 \) and \( 0.1 \), which indicates an excellent model
convergence (Ripley et al., 2012). In the final stage of the simulation, the standard
erors of the estimated parameters are computed by the finite difference method,
based on the sensitivity of the target statistics to \( \beta_k \). The presented models respect
the restraint that farmers could not name more than five calling partners and the
fact that experts in the experiment did not call farmers, i.e., the maximum outdegree
is set to five, and experts do not initiate ties in the simulations (outgoing ties are all
fixed as structural zeroes).
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